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Climate Change from the Streets 2020-01-07
an urgent and timely story of the contentious politics of incorporating environmental justice into global climate change policy
although the science of climate change is clear policy decisions about how to respond to its effects remain contentious even
when such decisions claim to be guided by objective knowledge they are made and implemented through political institutions
and relationships and all the competing interests and power struggles that this implies michael méndez tells a timely story of
people place and power in the context of climate change and inequality he explores the perspectives and influence low income
people of color bring to their advocacy work on climate change in california activist groups have galvanized behind issues such
as air pollution poverty alleviation and green jobs to advance equitable climate solutions at the local state and global levels
arguing that environmental protection and improving public health are inextricably linked mendez contends that we must
incorporate local knowledge culture and history into policymaking to fully address the global complexities of climate change
and the real threats facing our local communities

Peppermint Kings 2020-06-23
an unexplored fascinating history of nineteenth century agrarian life told through the engaging lens of three families central to
the peppermint oil industry this unconventional history relates the engaging and unusual stories of three families in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries whose involvement in the peppermint oil industry provides insights into the
perspectives and concerns of rural people of their time challenging the standard paradigms historian dan allosso focuses on
the rural characters who lived by their own rules and did not acquiesce to contemporary religious doctrines business mores
and political expediencies the ranneys a secular family in a very religious time and place the hotchkisses who ran banks and
printed their own money while the lincoln administration was eliminating state banking and the todd family who incorporated
successful business practices with populist socialism all highlight the untold story of rural america s engagement with the
capitalist marketplace the families atypical attitudes and activities offer unexpected perspectives on rural business and life

New Music and Institutional Critique 2023-10-26
while institutional critique has long been an important part of artistic practice and theoretical debate in the visual arts it has
long escaped attention in the field of music this open access volume assembles for the first time an array of theoretical
approaches and practical examples dealing with new music s institutions their critique and their transformations for scholars
leaders and practitioners alike it offers an important overview of current developments as well as theoretical reflections about
new music and its institutions today in this way it provides a major contribution to the debate about the present and future of
contemporary music

Visual Artists Rights Act of 1987 1989
the amount and range of information available to today s students and indeed to all learners is unprecedented if the
characteristics of the information age demand new conceptions of commerce national security and publishing among other
things it is logical to assume that they carry implications for education as well little has been written however about how the
specific affordances of these technologies and the kinds of information they allow students to access and create relate to the
central purpose of education learning what does learning mean in an information rich environment what are its characteristics
what kinds of tasks should it involve what concepts strategies attitudes and skills do educators and students need to master if
they are to learn effectively and efficiently in such an environment how can researchers theorists and practitioners foster the
well founded and widespread development of such key elements of the learning process this second edition continues these
discussions and suggests some tentative answers drawing primarily from research and theory in three distinct but related
fields learning theory instructional systems design and information studies it presents a way to think about learning that
responds directly to the actualities of a world brimming with information the second edition also includes insights from digital
and critical literacies and provides a combination of an updated research and theory base and a collection of instructional
scenarios for helping teachers and librarians implement each step of the i learn model the book could be used in courses in
teacher preparation academic librarian preparation and school librarian preparation

Learning in Information-Rich Environments 2019-12-31
in recent years the study of textiles and culture has become a dynamic field of scholarship reflecting new global material and
technological possibilities this is the first handbook of specially commissioned essays to provide a guide to the major strands of
critical work around textiles past and present and to draw upon the work of artists and designers as well as researchers in
textiles studies the handbook offers an authoritative and wide ranging guide to the topics issues and questions that are central
to the study of textiles today it examines how material practices reflect cross cultural influences it explores textiles
relationships to history memory place and social and technological change and considers their influence on fashion and design
sustainable production craft architecture curation and contemporary textile art practice this illustrated volume will be
essential reading for students and scholars involved in research on textiles and related subjects such as dress costume and
fashion feminism and gender art and design and cultural history cover image anne wilson to cross walking new york 2014 site
specific performance and sculpture at the drawing center nyc thread cross research photo christie carlson anne wilson studio

The Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature, Science, and Art 1890
this book focuses on social perspectives of women s entrepreneurship in the context of work life balance and crowd based
business modelling and economic perspectives associated with quality of life expectations it focuses on the convergence of
business perspectives and the social values and lifestyle of women entrepreneurs the attributes of women entrepreneurship in
developing economies have been discussed with focus on new entrepreneurial trends changing organizational design and
workplace environment frugal innovation and technology and shifts in market behavior the book presents a six box strategy
including learned knowledge scope of enterprise innovation and technology social values design development and
entrepreneurial business modeling the core argument underlies in critically examining the practical tacit and intuited
strategies to redesign entrepreneurial business models against conventional social values of women entrepreneurs the author
analyzes positivist constructivist pragmatist interpretivist and phenomenological perspectives to explain entrepreneurial
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behavior of women and derive cognitive synthesis to enhance business performance entrepreneurial mindset and perceptual
schema

The Handbook of Textile Culture 2015-11-05
masculinity fast changing and regularly declared to be in the throes of crisis is attracting more popular and scholarly debate in
china than ever before at the same time chinese literature since 1989 has been characterized as brimming with countercultural
attitude this book probes the link between literary rebellion and manhood in china showing how as male writers critique the
outcomes of decades of market reform they also ask the same question how best to be a man in the new postsocialist order in
this first full length discussion of masculinity in post 1989 chinese literature pamela hunt offers a detailed analysis of four
contemporary authors in particular zhu wen feng tang xu zechen and han han in a series of insightful readings she explores
how all four writers show the same preoccupation with the figure of the man on the edges of society drawing on longstanding
chinese and global models of maverick as well as marginal masculinity and responding to a desire to retain a measure of
masculine authority their characters all engage in forms of transgression that still rely heavily on heteronormative and
patriarchal values rebel men argues that masculinity so often overlooked in literary analysis of contemporary china continues
to be renegotiated debated and agonized over and is ultimately reconstructed as more powerful than before an exceptionally
lucid elegant study of masculinity in mainland chinese fiction of the 1990s and 2000s both historically and theoretically
informed rebel men masculinity and attitude in postsocialist chinese literature offers a major new perspective on post 1989
chinese counterculture julia lovell birkbeck university of london

Pleasure, Profit and Pain 2013
money and finance after the crisis provides a critical multi disciplinary perspective on the post crisis financial world in all its
complexity dynamism and unpredictability contributions illuminate the diversity of ways in which money and finance continue
to shape global political economy and society a multidisciplinary collection of essays that study the geographies of money and
finance that have unfolded in the wake of the financial crisis contributions discuss a wide range of contemporary social
formations including the complexities of modern debt driven financial markets chapters critically explore proliferating forms
and spaces of financial power from the realms of orthodox finance capital to biodiversity conservation contributions
demonstrate the centrality of money and finance to contemporary capitalism and its political and cultural economies

Women Entrepreneurs in Emerging Markets 2022-03-12
presenting five titles in the quest biography series that profiles prominent figures in canada s history the important canadian
lives detailed here are longtime prime minister william lyon mackenzie king quebec premier and separatist rené lévesque the
explorer of quebec samuel de champlain national film board founder john grierson and medical humanitarian lucille teasdale
includes william lyon mackenzie king réne lévesque samuel de champlain john grierson lucille teasdale

Rebel Men 2022-05-10
the montreal protocol has been cited as the most successful global environmental agreement responsible for phasing out the
use of ozone depleting substances but says brian gareau in this provocative and engaging book the montreal protocol has failed
largely because of neoliberal ideals involving economic protectionism but also due to the protection of the legitimacy of certain
forms of scientific knowledge gareau traces the rise of a new form of disagreement among global powers members of the
scientific community civil society and agro industry groups leaving them relatively ineffective in their efforts to push for
environmental protection

Money and Finance After the Crisis 2017-09-05
this book challenges the oft cited belief that the montreal protocol remains an exemplary global environmental agreement
through a sociological analysis of the political decision making process and controversies generated at montreal protocol
meetings the book documents new ways global environmental governance is organized based on neoliberal ideals the book
shows how neoliberalism as a dominant discourse and economic practice has become increasingly embedded in the montreal
protocol and how global powers are able to act protectionist amid that discourse the book demonstrates how recent
controversies involve much more than just economic protectionism per se it also involves the protection of the legitimacy of
certain forms of scientific knowledge it traces the rise of a new form of disagreement between global powers members of the
scientific community civil society and agro industry groups signaling the negative impact of neoliberal policies on ozone
politics and global environmental governance more broadly the book reveals how global civil society groups involved in the
montreal protocol are affected by the neoliberal discourse which has left them relatively ineffective in their efforts to push for
environmental protection

Quest Biographies Bundle — Books 11–15 2013-11-12
a classic account of the villa from ancient rome to the twentieth century by the preeminent american scholar of italian
renaissance architecture architect s newspaper in the villa james ackerman explores villa building in the west from ancient
rome to twentieth century france and america in this wide ranging book he illuminates such topics as the early villas of the
medici the rise of the palladian villa in england and the modern villas of frank lloyd wright and le corbusier ackerman uses the
phenomenon of the country place as a focus for examining the relationships between urban and rural life between building and
the natural environment and between architectural design and social cultural economic and political forces the villa he reminds
us accommodates a fantasy which is impervious to reality as city dwellers idealized country life the villa unlike the farmhouse
became associated with pleasure and asserted its modernity and status as a product of the architect s imagination

From Precaution to Profit 2013-01-29
among all the convictions formed in my common presence during my responsible peculiarly composed life there is one
unshakable conviction that people whatever the degree of development of their understanding and whatever the form taken by
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the factors present in their individuality for engendering all kinds of ideals always and everywhere on the earth feel the
imperative need on beginning anything new to pronounce aloud or if not aloud at least mentally that particular invocation
understandable to even the most ignorant person which has been formulated in different ways in different epochs and in our
day is expressed in the following words in the name of the father and of the son and of the holy ghost amen that is why i now
also in setting forth on this venture quite new for me namely authorship begin by pronouncing this invocation and pronounce it
not only aloud but even very distinctly and as the ancient toulousites used to say with a fully manifested intonation of course
only to the extent permitted by data already formed in my whole presence and thoroughly rooted in it for such a manifestation
data by the way which are generally formed in man s nature during his preparatory years and which later during his
responsible life determine the character and vivifyingness of such an intonation having begun thus i can now be quite at ease
and should even according to contemporary notions of religious morality be completely assured that from now on everything in
this new venture of mine will proceed as is said like a pianola in any case this is the way i have begun and how the rest will go i
can only say as the blind man put it we shall see first and foremost i shall place my hand moreover the right one which
although at the moment it is slightly injured due to an accident that recently befell me is nevertheless really my own and has
never once failed me in all my life on my heart of course also my own but on the constancy or inconstancy of this part of my
whole i see no need to expatiate here and frankly confess that i myself have not the slightest wish to write but am constrained
to do so by circumstances quite independent of me though whether these circumstances arose accidentally or were created
intentionally by extraneous forces i do not yet know i only know that these circumstances bid me write not just some trifle for
reading oneself to sleep but thick and weighty tomes

From Precaution to Profit 2009
this book a revised and extended version of professor davies s 1988 wiles lectures explores the ways in which the kings and
aristocracy of england sought to extend their domination over ireland scotland and wales in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries it analyses the mentalities of domination and subjection how the english explained and justified their pretensions and
how native rulers and societies in ireland and wales responded to the challenge it also explains how the english monarchy
came to claim and exercise a measure of imperial control over the whole of the british isles by the end of the thirteenth century
converting a loose domination into sustained political and governmental control this is a study of the story of the anglo norman
and english domination of the british isles in the round hitherto historians have tended to concentrate on the story in each
country ireland scotland and wales individually this book looks at the issue comparatively in order to highlight the comparisons
and contrasts in the strategies of domination and in the responses of native societies

The Villa 2023-08-15
this collection of essays investigates histories in the ancient world and the extent to which the producers and consumers of
those histories believed them to be true ancient greek historiographers repeatedly stressed the importance of truth to history
yet they also purported to believe in myth distorted facts for nationalistic or moralizing purposes and omitted events that
modern audiences might consider crucial to a truthful account of the past truth and history in the ancient world explores a
pluralistic concept of truth one in which different versions of the same historical event can all be true or different kinds of
truths and modes of belief are contingent on culture beginning with comparisons between historiography and aspects of belief
in greek tragedy chapters include discussions of historiography through the works of herodotus xenophon and ktesias as well
as hellenistic and later historiography material culture in vitruvius and lucian s satire rather than investigate whether
historiography incorporates elements of poetic rhetorical or narrative techniques to shape historical accounts or whether
cultural memory is flexible or manipulated this volume examines pluralities of truth and belief within the ancient world and
consequences for our understanding of culture ancient or otherwise

Beelzebub's Tales to His Grandson 1990-06-29
corpses mark surrealism s path through the twentieth century providing material evidence of the violence in modern life
though the shifting group of poets artists and critics who made up the surrealist movement were witness to total war
revolutionary violence and mass killing it was the tawdry reality of everyday crime that fascinated them jonathan p eburne
shows us how this focus reveals the relationship between aesthetics and politics in the thought and artwork of the surrealists
and establishes their movement as a useful platform for addressing the contemporary problem of violence both individual and
political in a book strikingly illustrated with surrealist artworks and their sometimes gruesome source material eburne
addresses key individual works by both better known surrealist writers and artists including andré breton louis aragon aimé
césaire jacques lacan georges bataille max ernst and salvador dalí and lesser known figures such as rené crevel simone breton
leonora carrington benjamin péret and jules monnerot for eburne the art of crime denotes an array of cultural production
including sensationalist journalism detective mysteries police blotters crime scene photos and documents of medical and legal
opinion as well as the roman noir in particular the first crime novel of the american chester himes the surrealists collected and
scrutinized such materials using them as the inspiration for the outpouring of political tracts pamphlets and artworks through
which they sought to expose the forms of violence perpetrated in the name of the state its courts and respectable bourgeois
values concluding with the surrealists quarrel with the existentialists and their bitter condemnation of france s anticolonial
wars surrealism and the art of crime establishes surrealism as a vital element in the intellectual political and artistic history of
the twentieth century

Domination and Conquest 2005-08
for more than 30 years yoga journal has been helping readers achieve the balance and well being they seek in their everyday
lives with every issue yoga journal strives to inform and empower readers to make lifestyle choices that are healthy for their
bodies and minds we are dedicated to providing in depth thoughtful editorial on topics such as yoga food nutrition fitness
wellness travel and fashion and beauty

Art in America 2016-11-03
the exhibition presents new work by five prominent contemporary chinese artists who are responding to the achievements and
problems of china s rapid industrialisation and modernisation generating debate about our shared future in post industrial
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societies cornerhouse

Truth and History in the Ancient World 2008
this work is divided into two autonomous books the first book the state represents a radically new political system of society
one which is the most democratic system ever possible this is a completely new society a real civil society which otherwise in
the capitalist system is only a utopia in this book i scrutinize the principles of scientific socialism i e all those principles of
marxism concerning the state that build socialism as a political system the second book the economic theory of socialism is a
sequel and as far as i know the only sequel of the greatest work by karl marx capital the economics of socialism makes marx s
socialism already completely possible in this book i scrutinize the economic laws that build socialism as a more effective
economic system than capitalism these laws are extracted from marx s main work capital from 1917 to 1991 the totalitarian
system in ussr and east europe was called socialism and even by the scientific nonsense and absurd names of communism and
communist system in this system the official ideology was allegedly marxism but really it could not endure any marxist
criticism there was never any socialism anywhere in the twentieth century we passed through a system of utopian socialism as
proof that this was not socialism that was not possible but for the utopia of writers before and after marx we were visited by a
utopian socialism which at the contemporary stage is simply capitalism state monopolistic there is no better application of
keynes s doctrine than the socialism of the twentieth century his planned capitalism is actually planned socialism

Surrealism and the Art of Crime 1997-12
it is common to hear that we live in unique turbulent and crisis ridden times and this turbulence transformation and crisis are
said to be deeply significant perhaps threatening for the human sciences responding to such claims this book provides an
accessible engagement with pressing contemporary topics such as violence social movements equality identity and democracy
foregrounding the imagination of possibilities utopia the mapping of the present theory and the transformation of the world
system historical and global questions the book surveys central issues and paradigms in contemproary political sociology
urging a recommitment to certain concepts and traditions for guidance in thinking and acting in the world

Yoga Journal 2009
this edited volume provides up to date succinct relevant and informative discussion about methods of data collection in
sociolinguistic research it covers the main areas of research design conducting research and sharing data findings with longer
chapters and shorter vignettes written by a range of top sociolinguists both veteran and emerging scholars here is the one stop
go to guide for the numerous quantitative qualitative and mixed methods that are used in sociolinguistic research ensuring that
data collection in sociolinguistics will be not only useful in the classroom but also as a reference tool for active researchers for
more information visit sociolinguisticdatacollection com

国家遗产 2017-01-10
the successful regeneration of doctor who in the twenty first century has sparked unprecedented popular success and renewed
interest within the academy the ten essays assembled in this volume draw on a variety of critical approaches from cultural
theory to audience studies to classical reception and musicology to form a wide ranging interdisciplinary discussion of doctor
who classic and new and its spin off series torchwood and the sarah jane adventures with additional contributions from andrew
pixley robert shearman barnaby edwards and matt hills the volume is intended to be accessible to everyone from interested
academics in relevant fields to the general public

Socialism Is Dead! Long Live Socialism! 1889
first published in 2005 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Canada Lancet 2012-01-25
this book presents the collectively authored public service media and public service internet manifesto and accompanying
materials the internet and the media landscape are broken the dominant commercial internet platforms endanger democracy
they have created a communications landscape overwhelmed by surveillance advertising fake news hate speech conspiracy
theories and algorithmic politics commercial internet platforms have harmed citizens users everyday life and society
democracy and digital democracy require public service media a democracy enhancing internet requires public service media
becoming public service internet platforms an internet of the public by the public and for the public an internet that advances
instead of threatens democracy and the public sphere the public service internet is based on internet platforms operated by a
variety of public service media taking the public service remit into the digital age the public service internet provides
opportunities for public debate participation and the advancement of social cohesion accompanying the manifesto are
materials that informed its creation christian fuchs report of the results of the public service media internet survey the written
version of graham murdock s online talk on public service media today and a summary of an ecomitee com discussion of the
manifesto s foundations

Politics, Social Theory, Utopia and the World-System 1857
this book blends real world history intellectual history and personal history into a compelling case for a new way of thinking
about such highly controversial and highly misunderstood concepts as market socialism a global marshall plan and world
government it argues that if properly designed according to clear and specific blueprints all three of these possibilities would
indeed greatly benefit humanity if they were fully implemented the book puts a human face on these proposals by documenting
their origin and development through a detailed account of the author s professional efforts over a long and productive
academic career this story of steadfast determination in the face of steep odds will resonate deeply with every person who has
nourished a vision that is commonly dismissed as excessively idealistic and unrealistic
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The Errors of the Banking Acts of 1844-5, as Exhibited in the Late Monetary
Crisis 1877
taking aim the business of being an artist today is a practical affordable resource guide filled with invaluable advice for the
emerging artist the book is specially designed to aid visual artists in furthering their careers through unfiltered information
about the business practices and idiosyncrasies of the contemporary art world it demystifies often daunting and opaque
practices through first hand testimonials interviews and commentary from leading artists curators gallerists collectors critics
art consultants arts administrators art fair directors auction house experts and other art world luminaries published in
celebration of the 30th anniversary of artist in the marketplace aim the pioneering career development program at the bronx
museum of the arts taking aim the business of being an artist today mirrors the structure and topics featured in the aim
program s weekly workshops and discussions each chapter focuses on the specific perspective of an art world insider from the
artist to the public art program director to the blogger multiple viewpoints from a range of art professionals provide emerging
artists with candid uncensored information and tools to help them better understand this complex field and develop strategies
for building and sustaining successful careers as professional artists the book ends with an annotated chronology of the past
three decades in the contemporary art field and a bibliography of publications magazine articles online sources funding
sources residency programs and other useful information for emerging artists

“The” Athenaeum 2013-05-29
after two decades of dominating the public sector reform agenda privatization is on the wane as states gradually reassert
themselves in many formerly privatized sectors the change of direction is a response to the realization that privatization is not
working as intended especially in public service sectors this landmark volume brings together leading social scientists
including b guy peters anthony cheung and jon pierre to systematically discuss the emerging patterns of the reassertion of the
state in the delivery of essential public services the state under these emerging arrangements assumes overall responsibility
for and control over essential public service delivery yet allows scope for market incentives and competition when they are
known to work the recent reforms thus display a more pragmatic and nuanced understanding of how markets work in public
services the first part of the book provides the theoretical context while the second provides sectoral studies of recent reforms
in healthcare education transportation electricity and water supply it includes case studies from a range of countries brazil
china south korea singapore thailand vietnam usa hong kong and the uk this book will be of interest to students and scholars in
political science public administration public policy geography political economy sociology and urban planning

Data Collection in Sociolinguistics 2010-02-19
this book is not another history of the dance in ancient greece but wants to lay the groundwork on which such a history should
properly be build the three preliminary studies offered here are first an extensive historiography of the subject which seeks to
illuminate where we stand at present in reference to the large amount of work done on ancient greek dance for the past 500
years secondly an exercise in source criticism embracing both texts and imagery in order to establish the limits to which we
can push any investigation and thirdly an attempt at model building to provide an explicit theoretical framework for future
research this is the first time that some of the approaches of the new dance scholarship which has arisen during the past few
decades have been systematically applied to the dancing of the ancient world

Impossible Worlds, Impossible Things 1978
the 2008 2009 market meltdown and house price collapse has resetthe credit and property cycles and smart investors are now
lookingfor the upside but where will the next bull runs come from and how caninvestors take advantage the world is now
facing staggering change including exponentialperformance growth in many technologies we can expect computersthat are
smarter than people self driven cars and a trulyintelligent internet we are also facing a biotechnologicalrevolution enabling
personalized medicine fourth generationbiofuels radical extension of human life expectancy exponentialgrowth in farm yields
and even the recreation of extinct species furthermore our energy sector is facing a complete transformationwhich will
eventually make our energy supply limitless meanwhile our population will grow age and urbanize and largely due toemerging
market growth global purchasing power will havequadrupled by 2050 what will this mean for commodity prices
theenvironment and growth sectors such as real estate global financeand luxury supertrends explains not only what will
happen but alsohow and why having himself run several hugely profitable fundsthrough seeking out long term opportunities
and having set up andsold several award winning technology and new media companies author lars tvede shows readers how
to identify and profit from theinvestment opportunities of the future if you need to be preparedfor the rest of your life this is
the book for you

Studies 1843
here robert brower counters the misdirection of the present reform movement in education this book details the errors of the
present movement and gives a prescription for how to do it right

The Biographical Dictionary of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge 2005

Programming for TV, Radio, and the Internet 2021-09-07

The Public Service Media and Public Service Internet Manifesto 2008
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Art and AsiaPacific 2022-09-26

Explorations and Proposals toward Market Socialism and World Government
2011-10-03

Taking AIM! 2010-02-25

Reasserting the Public in Public Services 2023-07-17

Attractive Performances 2010-05-25

Supertrends 2006
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